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It is generally agreed that history has had a.significant role to
play.in mant s seardh for the truth ever since Clio was given a centrel
part inthe division of knowlegge by the am:Lcnts. History gives-ut
perspective, a sense of time, an insight into where we have been, know-
ledge that aids in doping with contemporary p,oblems and an under-

. standing,of enduring principles and values. Some have stated that history
is the all encompassing discipline and that it serves as a link between
the humanities and the social sciences.

There is little doubt that history along with literature should be
the core subjects in any humanities or cultural/studies program.- There
is less agreement on the role:.of history in a modern social studies
program, nor is there any siltae or universal explanation for the
weakening orhistory's place xi the curriculum.

Today there is consideralle consensus that -did social studies
involves much more than the soaial sciences simplified for ihstructional
purposes. The emphasis is on edlective thinking and decision making in,.
regard to-the grievous problems of our time.1 In this education for
citizenship a primary task of tle social studies teacher is tO hqlp
students change their frame of reference.and Lo study issues in as many
different-contexts-as-possible-;--This-becomes-necessary because-the--
donclusions T.Itich students have accepted may not rest on any evidence,
that is the, are mere preferenceE or prejudices, or because a
generaliztion which was valid has become outdated. Moreover, the teacher

I. has to be, im the words of Earl Johnson, both "a priest and a prophet."
Ng It 11 necessary to pass on our cut erural hitage, but it is also necessary
G-topasonit.2

8
.nmanageable,

if not imrossible. lhe teacher must deal with a half

F.goal for the social stud.es has rendered them almos t pedagogicall
u

y

)adozen or-more of the sc. al science disciplines, plus have a knowledge
(07 ofcontemporary problem., 3electing yhat is.significant for study and

developing the relations that will a'd students in understanding the 'world
in which they live, Moreover, the s)cial studies teacher deals with
subject matter which.has no fixed mytinuity or sequence and has to
interest students in concepts that are often. abstractions.

There is no doubt that in dealing with contemporary issues history
is unique and presents a difficult teaching problem. The historian does
have some particular disadvantages sa ce he deals largely with circumr
stantial evidence.



His chief witnesses are out in the graveyard and cannot be summoned for .

crossexamination. Important evidence; as well as witnesses, may be missing,
while others may .attempt to deceive him. Thus, it may be that historical
generalizations are less 'definitive -than those qf the behavioral science
and certainly the pre:active yalue of history is limited and hazardous.

However, to ass,ert that history has little to contribute to a social
studies program is hardly justifiable. The certainty of generalizations
in any of the social sciences is relative and less conclusive than those
of the physical sciences. Moreover, there axe various levels-of general-
izations and many understandings related to cal-temporary society .require
more than quantitative analySis, since they,,deal With man, his motiVes,
his changeability, and/even the. part played by historical accident.

Thus, the study of the _causes of the Civil War could develop the
view that the Arrerican political system works through carrpromise that
otn, two rrajor parties are made up of' divergent interests, and thlt when
rren took., a stand ay a moral issue in 1860 they split the Union. On,the
other hand, many.political scientists would say that the -dims in"which
we live are too critical not to face up to them, and that we should
reorganize the parties along conservative and liberal lines. In any event
the dtuderit who studies the Civil Wax, in this manner Would gain not only
an understanding of the conflict itself but would also gain Caluable

--insights into-how--our-pli-t-ical system has developed and-how-it works.
Significant generalizations could be established even though it is not
possible to go back into the Civil War period with a Gallup-poll ty
interview.

History, theFefore, can contribute in a meaningful way to an issues
oriented curriCulum and recent events have .6-,-Limu1ated an in-tvrest in
history by the general public. Note the alarzoity with which the impeach-
ment hearings sent people to their histor2 1::-y..lks and the current interest
regarding the last time an inctribent PresirXrit was denie_c3 renomination by
his party. Nevertheless, with the emphasis on the' present, with the
increased role given the behavioral sciences, and with sore curriculum
innovations it is quite proper to inquire into the role to be played by
history.

Historians have been running. scared, ever since the coming of the
World History'course replaced two or even three years of history. Both
the Arrerican Historical Association and the Organization of Arrerican
Historians have expressed concern regarding the crisis in history. An
OAH report has surveyed the cworent status in each of the fifty state§ in
19714-75 and 1975-76., The ,conclusion was that the situation affects
both higher and secondary education and while it "is moderating in sorrn
places . . . . it continues_to be serious throughout the nation."3 As
the report indicates, the quilifications for, teachers, -the cotrosqs
required by law, and the place .of history in the cl.wiculum varyamong
the states.4

In states like Ohio where history is rrendated at both the junior high
arid senior high school level enrollrrents have remainoc: quite stable. "In
19,73-74 there were 1485 ,1455 students enrolled ir fill different 'history
titled courses in Ohio secondary schools."3 This was 149.8 per cent of a
total of 921,0014 enrolled in social studies. However, it is difficult to
say what would happen to history enrollments if this mandate were rerroved.
At the co_ f.,ge devel the number of students taking,histon7 courses has
sharply decal-1-6-1.

. 3
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, The fears of historians may be premature because the social.studies
probably cannotlive without history And-the queStion faced by social
studies educators may be/closerto how can they live with it. Curriculum
patterns across the nation have not changed a great deal and Other '

disciplines have been more succesSful in incorporating content in existing
courses rather than by securing separate courses of their own.
. For 'example, in spite Of the money and effort spent on behalf of
econJmics the_results have been disappointing. Numerous school systeus
have made plans to introduce economics courses into their programs only
to discover that thelic,had no one to teach them or toftprovide leadership.
In Ohid in 1973-74 only 20,230 students were enrolled in various economics
courses, while sociology had only 39,941. There were 85,182 in courses
entitled social studies, but these courses could be anything. They might-
even be history courses. In fac-6, from a curricular standpoint one
could almost say that in too many instances the term sCia1 studies is
only a course label. Very few schools really have a truly integrated
social stud4ps courpe. 'The title often is/a cloak for one of the separate
social science disciplines. Moreover, although,many institutions have
conprehensive social studies programs, which prepare teachers for multi-
disciplinary teadhing, very few have truly interdisciplinary courses or
prdpare teachers for an interdisciplinary curriculum.

.

Nevertheless, history/is on the defensive and has been attacked by
historians, as Well as others, for the.meagre results achieved, considering
the dominant place that history has had in the social studies curriculum.
In deploring the lack of knowledge of,history that students bring to their
classes, college historians are illogical in blaming, by implication
at least, the high school teachers who are their own students.- It would
have been interesting if The New Yoric Ti2es.Arerican History Knowledge
and Attitude Survey had tested college seniors rather than college'fresh- -

men.6

Historians have often claimed/inherent values for thir discipline
and the importance of knowing about the past. Granting the importance of
a knowledge of'history the questiOn of which past and the problem of
.selection of the content to be stUdied arises. It has also been noted

---that-students-have-failed:tO-learn the historical'method which the
historian seeks td'inpart. There are also difficulties in Nsing history
to both build an allegiance to the culture while at the same time
.teaching students critical analysis.7

If hiitory is in decline and its place in a sodial studies program
under question, the reasons are surely complex and not unique to history
in every case. Part of it is related to the nature of the discipline
and the way it is often taught. History long ago ceased to be merely past
politics and historians have always recognized that their chief purpose
has been to interpret the past to their own generation. This is why each
generation writes its own history anew. A good case in point is the
reinterpretation of the Reconstruction period,in the light of the
contenporary civil rights movement..

However, history does.lend itself readily to narration, description
and Chronology,. Many proispective social,studies teachers, even though
enrolled in conprehensive programs, often find it difficult to find
relationships with the behavioral sciences and with.the present.

.4 -



It is easier to tell a storyand to be expository than to raise analytical
questions. It is easier to chronicle the past than'to use history to
give meaning to.the problems of an insistent present. Too many students
are put through a repetitious cycle of regurgitation with limited retention
of isolated facts and an uncritical acceptance of generalizations that are
dubious at best.

Nor is histOry the only social kience that presents.problems in the
effort to make its content a meaningful part of a social studied program.'
Economists have generally failed to 'make their discipline less dismal(
The participants in a recent national conference of economists and economics
educators raised qUestions regarding the reasons why more economics ia not
taught in the schools and what could be done to make it more relevant.
Historians would-have been surprised at t4e'similarity with their concerns
and astonished to learn that behaviorai scientists do not feel that they
have it made. In fact there is more agreement among economists that
'concentration on economic growth has done little to solve the great social
°disorders of our tine and that the nature of nodern social problems is
going to force more interdisciplinary understanding and more application
of economic theoiy.9 One recent researdh study concluded: ,!!Economlo
educators of the future should be known perhaps as social science educators"
or should be able "to promote economic education'within a broader
interdisciplinary context."10 '. ,

Another significant reason for decline of enrollment in history and
also in the behavioral.sciences, particularly at the college level, is
the general collapse of general education and the liberal arts.. Increased
emphasis on vocational and technical education has brought about a ,

lessening of universal requirements in whidh history had always been
given a prominent part. General education and education for ditizenship,
are no longer given as the primary goals of secondary education.

.

In far too rany cases there is a quick acceptance of fads or little
attention given to careful programming of what could be significant
curriculum innovation. Social studies courses are often not accurately
described by tifeir labels. Mini courses andmodules are too often thinly

,

disguised conventional units in a trad4tional course. In_other.instances_l_
"they consist-of a hodgepodge of topic-.; be sampled by students with little
articulation or integration. Scope, sequence are.given scant
consideration.

Thus the future of history is'bound up not only with pedagogical
problems and the goal of the social studies but it is also part of
confusing curriculum patterns. The question-is not so mudh whether history
dan contribute to any humanities or social studies program, but rather how
it can best be_ Organized. Will it be taught as a separate discipline or
will it have a key role to play as part of a.multi-disciplinary or
interdisciplinary social studies curriculum? In the future, however it
may be organiZed, history will be lbsues centered and relevant to the
present. When not programmed in its traditional forms it will be an
important and integral part in a modern social.studies program.

Richard Brown has written thai history "ought to go by the boards
entirely unless ways could be found to make it ncre pertinent in the
and developrent of human bein _Atem,._the-traditiona2-co ses ve all too

:ofterr-been:"1-
5
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The late Alan Griffin, one of the theoretical architects of the "new
social studies", rdways used history as the neans of getting his students

in an intellectwal jam and inspiring them to engage in reflective thinking.

He could find opportunities for inquiry n ancient history, which would
result in the establishnent of universal generalizations applicable to the
present . 12 ,

.

E.B. Wesley, who-h-as long been a proponent of history, has written
that history 'is a resource, a service study, and a compilation that can
no more be taught than .can the World Almanac, the dictionary, or the

encyclopedia. , However, he begeves that: "History might be saved and

even enriched by nerging into.::the\social stuclies, which could utilize

/ it continuoUsly."13 -,
.

Robert Pearson sees historY as Making ",a natural core fora social ,

szudies curriculum" which could be used to devise a:truly interdisciplinary
approach.l4 .. /

Whatever form it takes, history will be an inportant part of social /
studies instruction. The only question would seem to be will it be In the /

curriculum only because it is mandated by superpatriots or because
insightful teachers have discovered its relevance and ways of giving it' /
'leaning as an integral contribution to a nodern social studies Program. /

,
,

. /
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